POLICIES

Organizations of all types and sizes are invited to use the GOOD Guys Toolkit and enclosed documents in accordance with the following policies. The Toolkit contains everything your organization needs to replicate a successful GOOD Guys event in your area. The GOOD Guys Toolkit and Program were created by NCWBA with the assistance and inspiration of National Diversity Council (NDC).

NCWBA welcomes any and all feedback and success stories regarding use of the GOOD Guys Toolkit and Program. The program has not been accredited as part of a continuing legal education program with any particular state bar or legal organization, but NCWBA is happy to point you to resources for accreditation in your area.

- Acceptance – Use of the Toolkit or distribution of the Toolkit and documents indicates the user’s acceptance of these policies. The Toolkit and documents may not be redistributed or reproduced, in whole or in part, except in accordance with these policies.

- Ownership – Except where indicated, the Toolkit and enclosed documents are the sole property of the NCWBA. The documents contained within the Electronic Materials and Electronic Swagbag are the sole property of their respective author(s), who have given permission for the NCWBA to distribute and reproduce these documents in connection with the Program and Toolkit. The GOOD Guys Logo was designed by the National Diversity Council and is owned by both NCWBA and NDC.

- Limited Permission/No Profit from Use –The Toolkit and documents may be distributed only in connection with an event incorporating or modeled after the GOOD Guys Program. The event may not include a fee charged to attendees or participants, except where the sole purpose of the fee is to cover incidental costs directly incurred in connection with the holding of the event, such as space and equipment rental, continuing legal education accreditation, and modest speakers’ fees (used to cover speakers’ travel and other incidental costs).

- No Modification or Alteration – The GOOD Guys Toolkit and enclosed documents may not be modified or altered in any way, except as provided for in this paragraph. The NCWBA logo, GOOD Guys logo, GOOD Guys Program website address, and all other portions of the documents may not be cropped or removed from the documents. The fill-in .pdf documents in the Electronic Materials may be modified only to the extent that they may be filled in for use in advertising or conducting a GOOD Guys event. Any supplemental documents distributed alongside the Toolkit at an event must specify that they are provided separately from the Toolkit and without the oversight of NCWBA.

- Updates – These policies may be updated from time to time, and the policies in place at the time of use or distribution will govern. Please check http://www.goodguysinlaw.com for the current version.